Read the two stories on the resource sheet. In the spaces below, write an outline of what happens in both stories. Then complete the Venn diagram to show how the two stories are the same.

### Title 1:
This story is about:

### Title 2:
This story is about:

### Both stories

### Story 1

### Story 2
Sara
One day Sara and her mother decided to go to the beach.

They packed their swimming costumes, some lunch and a bat and ball.

They got into their car and drove to the beach. The journey took longer than usual because everyone else had the same idea. They wanted to go to the beach too.

Once they arrived at the beach, they went swimming and then played bat and ball until they lost the ball.

They went for a long swim and spent time jumping in and out of the waves.

Finally, as everyone else started to leave the beach, they got back in the car and made their way home.

What a fantastic day they had both had!

Natsumi
One day Natsumi’s grandmother decided to take her shopping.

They get dressed and headed off towards the bus stop.

They took a bus and tram to the local shopping centre.

Once they arrived at the shops, Natsumi’s grandmother said she needed to buy her granddaughter a birthday present. She bought her the football kit she had been dreaming about.

They then went for some lunch. Natsumi bumped into one of her friends and showed him her new football kit. He couldn’t believe how lucky Natsumi was.

Natsumi’s grandmother then went to buy some food for dinner.

As the shops were starting to close, they walked back to the tram station.

They smiled at each other. They had had a fantastic day out together.